The Challenge
Solution Snapshot

Enabling Data
Analytics in Multi
and Hybrid Clouds

Digital transformation has led to significant innovation but also left
organizations grappling with unprecedented volumes of data coming at
a high velocity, resulting in the following problems:
1. Generating insight from data remains complex.
2. More cloud options exist than ever before, increasing the complexity
in managing workloads across different environments.
3. The demand for more data, more apps and more clouds is putting
pressure on an organization’s infrastructure to handle the digitization
of everything.
As enterprises continue to look for new ways to digitally transform, they need
better ways to turn data into action on a modern, more flexible infrastructure.

Conquer Complex Cloud Challenges
With an All-in-One Solution
Imagine if you could move siloed data
into actionable insight on a flexible,
hybrid, multicloud architecture. Now
it’s possible with the Multicloud Data
Analytics Solution developed by
Intel and VMware.

The solution combines VMware
virtualization and manageability
technologies with Intel’s hardware
and software innovations to
give customers powerful built-in
inferencing, helping them turn data
into actionable insight. Additionally,
the hybrid and multi-cloud
capability provides flexibility for
workload placement.

“VMware and Intel are accelerating the adoption of Enterprise AI
with a multicloud analytics solution that automates deployment
and eliminates data silos. With a consistent multicloud
operational model, enterprises can build modern applications
once and then deploy them anywhere across the hybrid cloud.”
Lee Caswell |

Vice President Marketing, VMware

Multi-cloud Data Analytics Solution
Overview & Benefits

Want More
Information?

3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors are the only data
center CPU with built-in AI acceleration. This results in 74%
faster performance compared with prior generation.1

Contact your VMware account
representative to learn how we can
help you accelerate your journey
with the Multicloud Data Analytics
Solution.

Scalability and Efficiency

For more information, please visit

Capture the Value of Your Data

Seamlessly manage your hybrid and multi-cloud
infrastructures via a consistent architecture that simplifies
operations and helps control cost.
Flexibility on Your Terms
Maximize the Intel® comprehensive portfolio to process,
store, and move data where it makes sense for your business,
helping to minimize disruption and accelerate efficiency.

intel.com/vmware
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